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Chapter 3131: direct confrontation 

With the experience of luring the enemy the first time, the operation against the Western religious sect 

later naturally became very smooth. 

The reason why Chen Xiaobei was targeting the Western religious sect first was because they had 

already used up their trump card. Moreover, their leader, Zen Master quhua, had already been taken 

down by Chen Xiaobei. 

The other four did not even have summoning talismans. It would be a piece of cake for Chen Xiaobei to 

catch them. 

As expected, Chen Xiaobei used his old trick, using the chaos Blood Sword as bait while his Dharmakaya 

hid in the dark. Using the heaven interception with a thought, he changed four positions and 

successfully captured the remaining four members of the Western religious sect alive! 

Monk tianyun, Arhat red talisman, and Liu Pu were all devoured by Chen Xiaobei’s chaos Blood Sword! 

In the last war to eradicate the heavenly reflection sect, the chaos Blood Sword had devoured a large 

number of golden cores and resources left behind by the enemy and had broken through to the nine-

star earth-god level. 

This time, as long as the chaos Blood Sword digested all the nascent soul dharmakayas of these three 

people, it could directly reach the level of a peak nine-star earth immortal, which was only one step 

away from becoming a heaven immortal artifact. 

In order to upgrade the chaos Blood Sword quickly, Chen Xiaobei placed it inside the verdant Emperor’s 

divine gourd and let Poseidon use his lifespan to activate the sunlight cache to speed up the flow of 

time. 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei had taken away Gou Zhang’s cultivation and transferred it to the 

infernal spirit. The remnant soul was directly wiped out, completely exterminating the weeds and 

eliminating the roots. 

At this point, the five people of the Western religious sect had all been exterminated! 

…… 

In the southern part of the heavenly Tribulation realm. 

The five people from the tribe of humanity were also in a line, searching for Chen Xiaobei’s treasures. 

However, while Chen Xiaobei was dealing with the Western religious sect, the search area had been 

greatly reduced. 

As a result, the distance between the five members of the tribe of humanity was greatly reduced. 

In other words, if Chen Xiaobei were to attack one of them, the others would be able to sense it. Then, 

all of them would know that Chen Xiaobei was still alive. 
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Of course, this was an inevitable result. Because the search circle was shrinking, the distance between 

the two enemies was getting closer and closer. Even if Chen Xiaobei attacked the other two families, the 

result would still be the same! 

But the point was that the other two were the clan of enlightenment and the water Yao. If they attacked 

them, there would be more variables. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei did not hesitate to target the People’s sect. 

Furthermore, he had locked onto the leader of the tribe of humanity, Shan Xiongxin! 

As long as they could take down this guy, the five-man Tribe of humanity would basically be unable to 

turn the tables. 

“Dragon’s edge! Oh my God! I actually found the Tribulation of the demonic Dragon!” 

Shan Xiongxin excitedly cheered. 

This was because his primordial spirit domain could clearly sense an extremely fierce and domineering 

spirituality. There was even the aura of an ancient magic Dragon. 

“Woof!” 

Shan Xiongxin did not hesitate, directly increasing his speed to the limit and rushing over. 

The value of the demonic Dragon’s edge was something that the entire three realms coveted. Even if a 

heavenly path Saint was here, they would be like Shan Xiongxin and rush over to snatch the saber at all 

costs! 

“Yinian! Heaven-severing!” 

Just like before, Chen Xiaobei had calculated the timing and angle of his attack to ambush Shan Xiongxin. 

“Uh …” 

Even though Shan Xiongxin had been through hundreds of battles and had rich experience in the 

pugilistic world, he could not react in time in such a situation and was instantly hit! 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei rushed over as fast as he could and took Shan Xiongxin’s storage bracelet. Then, he locked 

Shan Xiongxin’s injured avatar into the Meru space. 

This set of movements was extremely smooth, like floating clouds and flowing water. It was exactly the 

same as when he had dealt with the Western religious sect. 

But what was different from just now was that the other four people from the tribe of humanity had 

heard Shan Xiongxin’s cheers and screams, and had already begun to rush over. 

Chen Xiaobei did not panic. He did not even plan to leave. He was ready to fight the enemy head-on! 



There were a total of 20 million upper spiritual stones in Shan Xiongxin’s storage bracelet. In addition to 

the storage bracelets of the four Western religious sect disciples, there were a total of 100 million upper 

spiritual stones. As for the elixirs in them, there was nothing special about them. He refined them all. 

Of course, as the leader of the tribe of humanity’s group of five, Shan Xiongxin’s storage bracelet had an 

additional immortal weapon summoning talisman. Moreover, it was the trump card of a one-star late-

stage heaven immortal. 

Although he could only summon a single defensive heaven immortal item, it was enough to withstand 

the power of the demonic dragon apocalypse. 

The reason why Chen Xiaobei had no chance of winning was because the enemy had such a trump card. 

Now that the trump card had changed hands, not only could Chen Xiaobei take on the remaining four 

from the tribe of humanity, he would not be afraid even if the remaining ten from the chanism and the 

water-kind attacked him together! 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

At this moment, the four members of the tribe of humanity surrounded them at an extremely fast 

speed. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei took out his physical body and his Dharmakaya back into it. He held the Dragon’s edge in 

his hand and waited for the enemy to approach. 

With the water repellent bead in his body, Chen Xiaobei could move as if he was on land. His breathing, 

speech, and movement were not affected at all. 

“Chen Zhufeng? You’re still alive? This … How is this possible?” 

Pei Yuanqing was the first to rush to the scene. When he saw Chen Xiaobei, his eyes widened like a bull’s 

and his mouth opened so wide that a fist could fit in! 

Anyone with a normal brain would not believe that Chen Xiaobei could survive the heavenly Tribulation! 

One had to know that once a tribulation Transcender was trapped in the heavenly Tribulation realm, 

they would either survive and ascend to the heavenly realm or die completely and turn into tribulation 

dust. There was absolutely no third possibility! 

And now, Chen Xiaobei was alive. Did that mean that Chen Xiaobei had the ability to pass the 

Tribulation? 

“Impossible … This is absolutely impossible …” 

Pei Yuanqing’s three views were instantly blown up. He shook his head like a rattle drum, as if he had 

been scared silly. 

Chen Zhufeng!!! 



At the same time, Qin Yong, Wu Tianxi, and Wu yunzhao had all arrived at the scene. When they saw 

Chen Xiaobei, their reactions were exactly the same as Pei Yuanqing’s. They were all shocked and could 

not believe their eyes. 

“Stepping on the peak!” 

While the enemies were shocked, Chen Xiaobei burned 60000 years of his life force to reach the peak of 

earth-god level. 

“Pei Yuanqing! Haven’t you always been very proud of yourself? Can you block half of my blade?” 

die! Chen Xiaobei growled. He held the saber with both hands and swung it at Pei Yuanqing. 

“Woof!” 

Chen Xiaobei now had the power of a peak earth-god, and the Dragon’s edge was a sharp divine 

weapon. With all the skills he had, the power of this attack was 10000% invincible against those of the 

same level! 

“Oh my God …” 

Pei Yuanqing was so frightened that he let out a shrill scream. 

This arrogant and unreasonable fellow was finally going to pay a painful price. 
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 “Swish!” 

The dark blade moved rapidly in the deep sea like a dark ghost, without any resistance from the water. It 

seemed to be able to penetrate the constraints of time and space and reach the vital parts of the 

enemy! 

Tiansheng Warhammer!!! 

Pei Yuanqing could be considered a rare and fierce general. Although he was greatly shocked and knew 

that he was no match, he would never give up on the battlefield! 

“Whoosh …” 

The vital essence of a peak earth level deity gathered in front of Pei Yuanqing and transformed into a 

pair of giant war hammers. 

The pair of war hammers were 3000 meters long and seemed to be made of dark silver steel. They had 

the head of a Qilin and were majestic and domineering. 

If it was against an ordinary enemy, Pei Yuanqing’s extremely pure metal attribute Zhen Yuan could 

display great lethality and destructive power, which was enough to gain a great advantage in a battle of 

the same level. 

However, Pei Yuanqing’s enemy was not an ordinary person. It was Chen Xiaobei! 
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“Swish!” 

It was as if a violent wind had swept through and destroyed all the dead branches. Wherever the dark 

blade Qi passed, the pile of three-thousand-meter-long Qilin warhammers were instantly cut apart as if 

they were made of tofu. 

The black Dragonspine saber Qi, which was surrounded by lightning, tore the broken Qilin war hammer 

into pieces, making it unable to gather any more destructive power. It was completely destroyed. 

“What … What kind of power is this …” 

Pei Yuanqing was dumbfounded and exclaimed, ” “Isn’t Chen Zhufeng a piece of trash who only knows 

how to rely on magical treasures? Why didn’t he activate the power of the Dragon’s edge, but he could 

still unleash such a terrifying combat power … Why? Why is that so?” 

Before this, Pei Yuanqing had ridiculed Chen Xiaobei many times, saying that he was a good-for-nothing 

without his magical treasure. He had even arrogantly challenged Chen Xiaobei to a one-on-one fight. 

The Dragon’s edge had not been activated yet. Chen Xiaobei had only used the power of the pinnacle 

stamp and the multiple skills to kill Pei Yuanqing. 

This face slap was simply too loud! 

“Swish …” 

Of course, slapping his face was only the process. Killing the enemy was the result. 

After the demonic Dragon’s edge cut off the Qilin war hammer, it went one step further and directly 

stabbed Pei Yuanqing’s Dharmakaya. 

As a peak earth level deity, the defense of Pei Yuanqing’s Dharmakaya had also reached the level of a 

peak earth level deity’s physical defense. 

However, in front of the Tribulation of the demonic Dragon, which had multiple powers, even a peak 

earth immortal’s body was not worth mentioning! 

With a tearing sound, Pei Yuanqing’s God of War celestial body was cut through, leaving a long and 

narrow crack. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

Some of the demonic Dragon’s Edge’s blade Qi and the Nirvana Black Thunder remained in the crack. 

Even if he couldn’t win with one strike, he could still cause continuous damage. 

is … Is this the special ability of the Dragon’s edge? I’m so afraid … 

Before Pei Yuanqing could make the next move, his Dharmakaya and nascent soul felt great discomfort. 

“The black blade Qi seemed to be a living thing. It passed through the cracks in my avatar and attacked 

my nascent soul! The black Lightning of destruction is also weakening my true essence and spirit energy 

…” 



“The point is that these two powers can’t be dispelled! It will remain on my body until I’m exhausted to 

death …” 

Pei Yuanqing’s pupils contracted uncontrollably. His body and mind trembled as he sighed, ” Oh my God 

… I’m going to lose even if Chen Zhufeng doesn’t attack me anymore … This is too scary … Chen Zhufeng 

is invincible in a battle of the same level … 

“You only know now? It’s too late!” 

Chen Xiaobei had just finished his sword attack when he turned around and shouted, ” “Yinian! Heaven-

severing!” 

“Uh …” 

Pei Yuanqing’s Dharmakaya and nascent soul were both injured, and they were still in shock. They 

couldn’t escape this attack. 

The circulation of true Yuan was completely cut off, and even his nascent soul suffered a second blow. 

He had completely lost the ability to fight, and even the ability to escape. 

“Whoosh! Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei released two streams of ethereal force. One of them took away Pei Yuanqing’s storage 

bracelet, and the other pulled Pei Yuanqing into the Meru dimension. 

boom boom boom!!! 

Suddenly, a terrifying force of impact came from behind Chen Xiaobei. 

That’s right! 

This impact was the strongest power that the two brothers, Wu Tianxi and Wu yunzhao, had unleashed 

together! 

Just now, when Chen Xiaobei was attacking Pei Yuanqing, Qin Yong, Wu Tianxi, and Wu yunzhao were 

not idle. They were all preparing their strongest attacks. 

They were planning to help Pei Yuanqing but they did not expect that before they could even launch 

their attacks, Pei Yuanqing had already been defeated by Chen Xiaobei. 

The support had turned into a fierce attack! 

“Whoosh …” 

As the terrifying true essence rushed over, the water and sand in the deep sea were all swept up, like a 

huge black water sand Dragon, fierce and mighty. 

Of course, this was not just an ordinary true essence attack! 

The two brothers, Wu Tianxi and Wu yunzhao, were practically inseparable in the underworld. They 

cultivated and comprehended together every day. 



Apart from their tacit cooperation, their true origins resonated with each other in a mysterious way. 

Coupled with their family’s unique origin soul attack, the destructive power of their true origins was 

almost multiplied. 

“Chen Zhufeng! Receive my attack!” 

Wu Tianxi and Wu yunzhao shouted in unison, ” the strongest attack from us brothers will definitely kill 

you! 

His true Yuan resonated and fused perfectly. 

At the same time, his mental power was overdrawn, allowing his primordial spirit attack to be unleashed 

to its maximum. 

Perhaps only a half-step heaven immortal would be able to suppress the power of this attack. It was no 

wonder that Wu Tianxi and Wu yunzhao were so confident. 

Unfortunately, the enemy they were facing was Chen Xiaobei. 

It was a powerful attack but it was not enough to threaten Chen Xiaobei. 

“Swallow the four Seas!” 

open! Chen Xiaobei growled, and the dragon’s mouth, which was filled with purple-gold fangs, suddenly 

opened, shining with an extremely dazzling spiritual light. 

“Hiss …” 

In the blink of an eye, Chen Xiaobei had swallowed all of Wu Tianxi and Wu yunzhao’s terrifying attacks. 

This power was indeed much stronger than a peak earth-god’s. It was so strong that Chen Xiaobei’s body 

could not withstand it, and it caused some internal injuries. 

However, with the yin-yang life and death Ring, Chen Xiaobei did not have to worry about such internal 

injuries. 

“Heaven-defying!” 

Chen Xiaobei let out a low growl again. The Dragon fin on his back was like a rocket, and a huge purple-

gold Flame burst out, giving Chen Xiaobei a huge thrust! 

His own strength was already very strong, and with the enemy’s strength, Chen Xiaobei was almost sure 

to win! 

Coiling Dragon Mace!!! 

However, at this moment, Qin Yong suddenly let out a loud shout! 

Who would have thought that the most unremarkable person would actually take out a summoning 

talisman! 
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3133 He can’t afford to offend 

“Qin Yong! Good job!” 

Wu Tianxi and Wu yunzhao both smiled excitedly. second brother Dan didn’t give you our only attack-

type celestial artifact summoning talisman for safekeeping in vain. Now is the time to use it! 

It had to be said that Shan Xiongxin was truly an extremely experienced person. 

As the leader of the tribe of humanity’s group of five, Shan Xiongxin should have been like Zen Master 

quhua, controlling an attack-type and a defense-type immortal weapon summoning talisman. 

However, Shan Xiongxin didn’t do that. He only took control of the trump card and handed the slightly 

lower-level summoning talisman, an attack-type immortal artifact, to the most inconspicuous person in 

the team, Qin Yong, who hadn’t even said a word from the beginning to the end! 

Such an arrangement was equivalent to leaving a hidden retreat for his side. 

They would not be like Zen Master quhua, who was defeated by one person and exterminated by five 

people. 

And this moment was the best proof. 

Wu Tianxi and Wu yunzhao’s combined attack had completely captured Chen Xiaobei’s attention. 

Qin Yong had been completely ignored by Chen Xiaobei, and now that he had suddenly taken out the 

summoning talisman, Chen Xiaobei would be caught off guard. 

If Chen Xiaobei could not react in time, he would have been killed by this attack. 

“Hmph Hmph! Even a wise man would make a mistake! No matter how smart you are, Chen Zhufeng, 

you can’t be here in person. Just accept your death!” 

Qin Yong held his chin high and had a triumphant smile on his face, as if he had already won the final 

victory and become the greatest hero of the tribe of humanity. 

it’s true that I can’t be there all the time. However, there are only three enemies on this battlefield. If I 

couldn’t even figure this out, I wouldn’t have been able to survive until today! 

In that split second, Chen Xiaobei did not panic at all. Instead, as if he had been prepared for this, he 

took out the summoning talisman that was given to him by Zen Master qu Hua! 

Without a doubt, Qin Yong, Wu Tianxi, and Wu yunzhao had all fallen to Chen Xiaobei’s lowest point. 

They had thought that their ambush was very sudden and that they could catch Chen Xiaobei off guard. 

However, for Chen Xiaobei, a small fight like this was as simple as one plus one equals to a few. 

Even before the three of them arrived at the scene, Chen Xiaobei had already planned how he would 

deal with them. 

“Whoosh …” 



Suddenly, the talisman in Chen Xiaobei’s hand was activated. The Holy and solemn light condensed into 

a huge string of Buddhist beads in front of Chen Xiaobei. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

At the same time, the Coiling Dragon Jian that Qin Yong had summoned had already attacked. 

It was a huge golden Mace that was thousands of meters long. A lifelike Golden Dragon was coiled 

around it, and it exuded a domineering aura of pure yang. 

Although these two giant Dharma idols each had their own unique characteristics, they were both at the 

early stage of one-star heaven immortal realm, and their power was almost the same. 

The Buddhist beads and the Golden Mace clashed in the middle of the battlefield. Their powers were 

evenly matched and they were in a stalemate. 

how could this be … Chen Zhufeng was actually prepared for this … the smug smile on Qin Yong’s face 

instantly froze, and his expression turned extremely ugly. 

“I’m finished …” 

Wu Tianxi and Wu yunzhao wailed in fear at the same time. 

Both of them were fierce generals of the Sui and Tang dynasties. They were very sensitive and accurate 

in their judgment of the battlefield situation! 

“Woof! Whoosh!” 

Sure enough, before they could finish their words, the edge of the Dragon’s edge had already come! 

With the help of the heaven-defying power, Chen Xiaobei did not even need to use any other skills. 

He raised his hand and slashed twice, severely injuring Wu Tianxi and Wu yunzhao’s Dharmakaya and 

nascent soul. 

Immediately after that, he activated the heaven interception with a thought twice in a row, directly 

crippling Wu Tianxi and Wu yunzhao’s combat abilities. After snatching the storage bracelets, he locked 

them in the Meru space. 

“You’re Qin Yong, right?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s body flickered, and in the blink of an eye, he was in front of Qin Yong. 

“Hiss …” 

Qin Yong sucked in a breath of cold air. His pupils contracted into needles, and his face turned deathly 

pale. His entire body froze and trembled on the spot as if he had been struck by lightning. 

“If you have any other methods, just use them!” Chen Xiaobei looked at him coldly, as if he could see 

through everything with his dark eyes. 

I … I … Qin Yong was stunned on the spot and couldn’t say another word for a long time. 

“Trash!” 



Hmph! Chen Xiaobei snorted coldly. Then, he held the saber with both hands and swung it down at Qin 

Yong’s head. 

“Chi …” 

Wherever the blade passed, Qin Yong’s Dharmakaya was actually split into two. 

Then, they would be completely torn into pieces by the Dragon Air saber Qi. 

A peak earth level deity’s Dharmakaya was completely destroyed just like that, without any ability to 

resist at all. 

it’s too terrifying … Chen Zhufeng’s power … The Dragon’s Edge’s power … Terrifying … It’s too terrifying 

… 

Qin Yong’s nascent soul seemed to be possessed. It stood blankly on the spot and muttered to itself. It 

had completely lost all fighting spirit and will to fight. 

shut your stinky mouth! Go back and tell Li Shimin that I, Chen Zhufeng, am not someone he can afford 

to offend! 

Chen Xiaobei kept the blade and did not kill them all. 

“I’ll pass on your words … Thank you for not killing me …” 

Qin Yong took a deep breath and used all his strength to run backward. 

It was obvious that although the tribe of humanity had their eyes on song Qincheng, they were not bad 

people. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei let Qin Yong off the hook. Shan Xiongxin, Pei Yuanqing, Wu Tianxi, and Wu 

yunzhao were only injured and not dead. 

If Li Shi Min was willing to become friends, Chen Xiaobei would be willing to send the four of them back. 

It was not that Chen Xiaobei was afraid of Li Shimin and his gang. He just did not want to cause 

unnecessary killing, and he did not want to kill the generals of the Sui and Tang dynasties who had merit 

on them. 

Li Shimin and his generals had worked together to end all the wars during the Sui and Tang dynasties, 

and they had also given the people a much better life than before. 

With the merit of stopping the war and the merit of calming the people, Li Shimin had at least reached 

the Emperor realm of five people. The generals under him were all very close to becoming first-level 

renhuangs. 

It would be easy for Chen Xiaobei to kill them. 

However, after killing them, Chen Xiaobei might have to face some unnecessary trouble. 

Therefore, after comprehensive consideration, it was the best choice to rope in the tribe of humanity, 

and the worst outcome would be to fight to the death with the enemy. 



phew … I’ve used up quite a bit of my mental energy. I’m no longer suited to continue fighting. I’ll go 

look for the spirit light sheyi first! 

Chen Xiaobei released the black soul and charged towards the southeast with the speed of a peak earth-

god. 

…… 

At the same time, the clan of enlightenment and the water demon both sensed the confrontation 

between the two divine Immortals and began to rush over. 
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it’s obvious that there were two heaven-immortal artifacts fighting here just now. Why is there no one 

here? ” 

Deng Zhong and the clan of Enlightenment’s group of five arrived first. 

Just now, they had clearly felt a huge impact. The sea was turbulent, and even the seabed was shaking. 

At this moment, they were at the scene and also saw obvious traces of battle. The seabed was crushed, 

and a huge crater-like depression appeared. 

However, no matter how they searched and sensed with their essence soul domains, they could not find 

either side of the battle. 

“Could Chen Zhufeng still be alive?” 

Xin Huan narrowed his eyes and analyzed in a low voice, ” after all, there are only a limited number of 

heaven-God instruments in the earth-god Realm. It’s impossible for anyone to bring a heaven-God 

instrument here except for Chen Zhufeng! 

impossible! Zhang Jie frowned. how did Chen Zhufeng survive the heavenly Tribulation? ” 

but … Other than Chen Zhufeng, there doesn’t seem to be any other answer … Tao Rong said 

awkwardly.”It can’t be that the people of the tribe of humanity and the Western religious sect are 

fighting, right?” 

“This is even more impossible!” Pang Hong shook his head and said,”the tribe of humanity’s goal is the 

reincarnation of Wu Zetian, while the Western religious sect’s goal is Taiyi, luohou, and Emperor Jiang!” 

There’s no conflict of interest between them, so why do they have to use their trump cards to fight to 

the death?” 

“Why are you all wasting your energy here?” 

At this moment, the nine-headed bug brought the other four reincarnated water demons and came to 

the scene, ” as long as we contact the Master of the contract, we’ll know if Chen Zhufeng is Dead or 

Alive. We can even figure out where he is! 
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“Alright! I’ll leave this task to you!” of course! Deng Zhong smiled coldly and said, ” contact your master 

and tell us the exact answer! 

this … the nine-headed bug’s face froze and it suffered a loss. 

As everyone knew, although divination was an extremely convenient method, it was also a heaven-

defying act of prying into the secrets of heaven. At the very least, it would lose one’s luck, and at the 

very worst, one would be punished by heaven. 

Where there are gains, there are losses. This was understandable. 

But the problem was that if the nine-headed bug let its contract master calculate, it would only lose and 

not gain. 

With the overbearing nature of the clan of enlightenment, they definitely wouldn’t give the nine-headed 

bug any benefits. 

“What’s wrong? Did you not hear what I said?” 

Deng Zhong looked at the nine-headed bug in disdain and said arrogantly, ” “Do you want me to ask the 

heavenly primogenitor to instruct your master of the contract?” 

No… No need … the nine-headed bug was depressed. It knew that it was at a disadvantage, but it could 

only accept it. 

Who asked the heavenly Lord Yuanshi to be the agent of the heavenly way and the Supreme ruler of the 

Three Realms? 

Even the nine-headed bug’s contract master couldn’t afford to offend chanism. 

People had to lower their heads when they were under the eaves. 

In order to not fall out with chanism, the nine-headed bug could only grit its teeth and swallow it. 

It took out a waterproof phone from its storage bracelet. The nine-headed bug didn’t make a call but 

used text to communicate with its master. 

A few minutes later, the nine-headed bug got the answer. His face became really ugly and he said in a 

deep voice, ” Chen Zhufeng isn’t dead after all … Furthermore, he’s heading Southeast now. There might 

be a huge opportunity! 

Everyone was shocked. 

Including the five from the clan of enlightenment and the remaining four from the demonic sect, their 

faces turned red and green, as if they had been slapped by invisible hands. 

There were twenty of them, and they had four trump cards. In the end, they still could not kill Chen 

Xiaobei. This was a great humiliation, and even the forces behind them were ashamed. 

“Now is not the time to be ashamed and depressed!” 



The nine-headed bug’s eyes were dark and cold, it gritted its teeth and said, ” my master has used his 

fate energy to calculate Chen Zhufeng’s approximate location. No matter what, we have to chase after 

him and kill him! Otherwise, not only will we be humiliated, but we will also be punished by master!” 

“Yes!” 

The sharp-toothed Tiger demon shark, the ice-armored snapping turtle, the dark shadow Merman, and 

the netherworld demonic beast, the four reincarnated water demons immediately responded in unison. 

They restrained their thoughts and a very strong fighting spirit was ignited. 

we’ve also received a death order. We have to kill Chen Zhufeng, or we won’t go back! 

Deng Zhong and the other four from the clan of enlightenment also calmed down, and their fighting 

spirit instantly boiled.”The temporary humiliation is not important! As long as we can get rid of Chen 

Zhufeng, all the humiliation will be washed away. In fact, we can even get rich rewards and enjoy great 

glory!” 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

The group quickly reached a consensus, and with their fastest speed, they headed Southeast. 

…… 

On the other hand, black soul had brought Chen Xiaobei to their destination. 

according to the location mentioned in Zen Master quhua’s memories, there should be an underwater 

city there. Even if the city was destroyed, there should be some ruins … 

Chen Xiaobei used his golden gaze fiery eyes to look around, but he could not find anything.”It can’t be 

that Zen Master qu Hua received false information, right? In fact, there’s no opportunity here!” 

I really didn’t find anything … Xuan po expanded his essence soul domain to the maximum, but he still 

couldn’t sense the so-called city ruins. 

On the contrary, the dark Dragon Soul was more knowledgeable and said in a deep voice, ” bro bei, 

someone might’ve set up a hallucinatory restriction here, ” ye mo said. it’s interfering with our essence 

spirit domains. 

“Hallucinatory restriction?” 

Chen Xiaobei was surprised. “That’s possible! After all, my fiery golden eyes can only see 300 meters 

underground. If the sea city ruins were any deeper, I wouldn’t be able to see it!” 

that’s right! Xuan po nodded heavily. although my primordial spirit domain can see three hundred and 

thirty miles, if there really is a hallucinatory restriction, what I see might not be true after being 

disturbed! 

“If that’s the case, then it’s simple!” of course! Chen Xiaobei grinned. all we need to do is blow away the 

sand and we’ll be able to see what’s going on underground! 

“Bro bei, don’t worry!” 



don’t worry. the dark Dragon Soul quickly reminded him, ” the hallucinatory restriction is just my guess. 

Since someone wants to protect the ancient city ruins, it’s very likely that they will also set up a 

defensive array or even a counterattack array! If you blow away the sand rashly, you might become 

agitated and attack!” 

“That makes sense!” 

yes! Chen Xiaobei nodded. we don’t have many cards up our sleeves now. It’s better to be careful. We 

can’t waste our energy for nothing! 

Xuan po said worriedly,”if we don’t blow away the sand, how do we know if there are any opportunities 

underground?” I can’t just wait here like an idiot, can I? Don’t forget, the enemy is not completely 

cleaned up yet, and they may catch up at any time!” 

“Chase over?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s lips curled into a wicked smile. “I just hope that they’ll catch up with us!” 
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 “Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

After a while, the five people from the tribe of severity and the demon sect had all arrived. 

“Everyone slow down! I can sense Chen Zhufeng’s location!” 

As soon as Deng Zhong raised his hand, everyone followed his order and stopped their momentum. 

“I also sensed it!” 

 the nine-headed bug frowned and said, ” that kid has been staying at the same spot. He might be 

cultivating or he might be inheriting an ancient legacy! 

The perception range of a peak earth immortal’s primordial spirit domain was three hundred and three 

generations. 

Although they could sense Chen Xiaobei’s position, they did not know what he was doing. 

“No matter what he’s doing! We just need to prepare our strongest killing move and kill him in one 

blow!” 

Deng Zhong’s eyes were cold and he said with killing intent, ” as long as we kill Chen Zhufeng, we’ll be 

able to make a great contribution. Nothing else is important! 

“Alright!” 

The nine-headed bug’s eyes focused and it made up its mind, ” then stop hiding it. Both of us will show 

our trump cards. Once we get close, we’ll assassinate Chen Zhufeng when he’s not prepared! I won’t 

give him any chance to breathe!” 

“Good! It’s decided then!” 
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Deng Zhong was eager to do something and he felt that the nine-headed bug’s suggestion was a good 

choice, so he agreed to it! 

The group of ten began to approach Chen Xiaobei carefully. 

The process was very smooth. Until they were only a few hundred meters away from Chen Xiaobei, they 

did not reveal their whereabouts. 

“I already saw Chen Zhufeng! He was sitting cross-legged on the ground, clearly already in meditation! 

This is the best time to launch a sneak attack!” 

Deng Zhong’s eyes were filled with excitement, and his face was filled with the joy of victory, ” “Chen 

Zhufeng is dead! Under such circumstances, there’s no way he could have dodged our attack!” 

“Well said!” 

The nine-headed bug was also extremely excited, it even held a celestial artifact summoning talisman in 

its hand, ” if we launch a sudden attack, there will be two one-star late-stage heaven immortal attacks. 

Chen Zhufeng will not be able to escape with his speed, and the power of the demonic Dragon’s edge 

will not be able to stop it! 

“Do you want to get a little closer?” 

Xin Huan squinted his eyes and said, thinking he was smart, ” since Chen Zhufeng is in a meditative 

state, maybe we can use other methods to ambush him. There’s no need to waste two trump cards! 

“No! I can’t get any closer!” 

no! Deng Zhong shook his head. it’s just our guess that Chen Zhufeng is in a meditative state. If we 

continue to get closer and alert him, we will lose more than we gain! 

“That’s right! We don’t need to get any closer!” 

The nine-headed bug said, ” the trump card in our hands is meant to kill Chen Zhufeng! Killing Chen 

Zhufeng would be the best use of his trump card! If Chen Zhufeng gets away, the Ace card will be 

useless!” 

that’s true … Xin Huan nodded and did not say anything else. 

“Come on!” 

Deng Zhong and the nine-headed bug exchanged a look and took out their immortal weapon 

summoning talismans at the same time. They activated the power of a one-star late-stage heaven 

immortal! 

It was obvious that they were all very cunning. They had taken advantage of Chen Xiaobei’s meditative 

state to launch a sneak attack! Furthermore, they were all very cruel and merciless. They used their 

most powerful sneak attack, not giving Chen Xiaobei any chance of survival! 

Boom … Boom … Boom … 

In the next moment, the two talismans activated their special abilities at the same time. 



One of them turned into a ten-thousand-meter long golden blade! 

The blade was like a mountain with sharp edges. The back of the blade was embedded with many gems 

that emitted a colorful radiance. The blade had dark patterns of auspicious clouds and was extremely 

spiritual. 

On the other side, a blue battle axe that was also 10000 meters long appeared. 

This battle-axe seemed to be the bone armor of some kind of demon. Its back was full of thorns, and the 

Axe’s surface was uneven, as if it had been baptized by countless Wars. Its murderous aura enveloped 

the entire area as if it was real. 

boom boom boom … Boom boom boom … 

The Golden Saber and the battle-axe exploded at an incredible speed and flew towards Chen Xiaobei, 

who was sitting a few hundred meters away. 

The speed of a late-stage one-star heaven immortal was beyond imagination. 

The distance of a few hundred meters was covered in the blink of an eye. 

boom boom boom … Boom boom boom … 

A terrifying force landed on Chen Xiaobei’s body. 

With the spot where Chen Xiaobei was sitting as the center, the sand was instantly blown away by the 

force, and the hard seabed was shattered! 

In the blink of an eye, Chen Xiaobei was nowhere to be seen. 

All that was left was a huge pit that was thousands of meters deep. It was as if the entire continent was 

going to be pierced through. 

“Success! Hahaha!” 

Deng Zhong was so excited that he waved his hands and feet. He jumped and flew straight ahead, Chen 

Zhufeng was caught off guard and both attacks landed on him! That terrifying power was enough to 

obliterate his body and soul!” 

“That’s great! This is great!” 

The nine-headed bug was also really excited, it followed closely behind and charged over, ” “I saw with 

my own eyes how Chen Zhufeng was destroyed! This time, there would be no suspense! We’ve really 

made a great contribution! Hahaha …” 

The remaining four from the clan of enlightenment and the demon sect also smiled in relief and 

gathered together. 

There was no need to talk about the clan of enlightenment. The heavenly Lord of the origin saw Chen 

Xiaobei as a thorn in his flesh and wanted to get rid of him as soon as possible! Killing Chen Xiaobei was 

a huge contribution to Deng Zhong and the other four. 



As for the nine-headed bug and the other four, their contract Masters were obviously betraying goddess 

Nuwa. They knew that Chen Xiaobei and goddess Nuwa were close, so they were also trying to get rid of 

Chen Xiaobei. 

Now that the two trump cards had been used, Deng Zhong and the nine-headed bug saw Chen Xiaobei 

being killed in an instant. 

This was definitely the best outcome for both of them. 

If they could get Chen Xiaobei’s treasure as well, it would be double the reward. Just thinking about it 

was enough to make them explode. 

It was precisely because of this that the ten people on both sides seemed to be on steroids. They 

desperately rushed to the huge pit on the seabed, afraid that they would miss the best thing if they 

were half a step too slow. 

“Nine-headed bug! I’ll make myself clear first!” 

demonic Dragon tribulation, chaos Blood Sword, and verdant Emperor’s divine gourd, ” Deng Zhong said 

firmly. I’ll take them all. You can have the rest. Consider it a gift for your cooperation! 

The nine-headed bug’s eyes flashed coldly, its face was filled with a smile, ” “No problem! Whatever 

brother Deng says!” 

“Brothers! Let’s go down! Search carefully!” Deng Zhong waved his hand complacently and led the clan 

of enlightenment into the deep pit. 

“Chi …” 

However, at this moment, a shocking change suddenly occurred at the bottom of the deep pit! 
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Every corner of the huge pit that was thousands of meters deep and nearly ten thousand meters wide 

was shining with Holy and solemn golden Buddhist light. 

There were also streaks of seven-colored spiritual energy flowing back and forth, as if they were drawing 

out a huge array pattern. 

“This … Why is there a magical formation here? And it’s a one-star heaven immortal level array?” 

Deng Zhong gasped. His eyes were even bigger than a bull’s as he shrieked in fear, ” “The formation has 

been activated! Did we fall into Chen Zhufeng’s trap?” 

that’s impossible … Chen Zhufeng has already been killed. How could he plot against us? ” 

The nine-headed bug was beside Deng Zhong, its brows furrowed and it said aggressively, ” “I don’t care. 

Does brother Deng still have any immortal artifact summoning talismans? Hurry up and use it to block 

the impact of this array! Otherwise, we’ll definitely die!” 
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At this moment, the five from the clan of enlightenment and the demon sect were already in the deep 

pit. 

The heaven immortal magical formation had been activated. Even if they wanted to escape, they would 

not be able to outrun it. 

The only way was to use a power of the same level to resist the impact of the array. This way, everyone 

would be able to keep their lives. 

“Alright!” 

Deng Zhong didn’t have time to talk nonsense. He took out an immortal weapon summoning talisman 

and activated its power again. 

At present, the immortal weapon summoning talisman was still a very rare resource. The one just now 

was the only one of the late-stage one-star heaven immortal realm. 

Although this one had also summoned the same seven treasures Golden Saber, its power was only at 

the early one-star heaven immortal realm, which was just on par with the power of the formation. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

In the next moment, the formation blasted out a huge seven-colored swastika Buddhist seal. 

In an instant, the entire space was illuminated with a brilliant light, as if countless rainbows were 

spinning. The flowing lights and vibrant colors were beautiful. 

The seven treasures Golden Saber’s radiance was slightly inferior, but its power was on par. It slashed at 

the swastika Buddhist seal head-on and was not at a disadvantage at all. 

Just like that, the two powers were in a stalemate. As long as they exhausted their energy, they would 

both disappear. 

“Phew …” 

Deng Zhong and the others finally heaved a sigh of relief. fortunately, we reacted quickly. Otherwise, we 

would have been dead! 

“As the saying goes, one is bound for good fortune after surviving a great disaster!” 

The nine-headed bug squinted and looked down, ” “If I’m not mistaken, this formation is protecting an 

ancient opportunity! As long as the formation is broken, the opportunity will be ours!” 

“Heh, the opportunity is good, but it’s not for you!” Deng Zhong stared at the nine-headed bug coldly 

and said, ” at the critical moment just now, why didn’t you take out the summoning talisman, a celestial 

artifact? instead, you let me waste a trump card? ” 

“No share?” 

The nine-headed bug’s face turned cold, a cruel smile appeared on its face, ” “You idiot, you’ve already 

used up all your cards and you still dare to speak to me in such a tone?” 

“What?” 



Deng Zhong’s expression was slightly startled as he angrily shouted, ” “Nine-headed bug! What do you 

mean by that? Are you thinking of rebelling?” 

“Rebel?” The nine-headed bug laughed coldly, ” I am not from the clan of enlightenment. Why would I 

rebel? ” 

this … Deng Zhong and the others were stunned. They were suddenly shrouded in an ominous 

premonition. 

Along the way, nine-headed bug and the other four were extremely obedient, gradually letting down the 

guard of Deng Zhong and the others. 

In Deng Zhong’s subconsciousness, he had already treated the five of them as his subordinates. He 

ordered them around and he never thought that they would turn against him. 

However, Deng Zhong had overlooked a major problem. 

The nine-headed bug and the other four weren’t members of the clan of enlightenment, so they 

wouldn’t really submit to him. 

Finally, the nine-headed bug revealed its true face and laughed, ” all along the way, my brothers and I 

have been pretending to be your grandsons. We have been waiting for this moment, the opportunity to 

completely trample you under our feet! 

“BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

As soon as he finished speaking, the sharp-toothed Tiger demon shark suddenly attacked Xin Huan, the 

ice-armored Dark Tortoise attacked Zhang Jie, the shadow Merman attacked Tao Rong, and the 

netherworld armadillo attacked pang Hong. 

Unknowingly, the four of them had quietly approached the four people of the clan of enlightenment and 

launched a fatal attack at this critical moment. 

Everything happened so suddenly that the situation was completely reversed in the blink of an eye. 

“Uh … Ah! Ao ….. Uh …..” 

The dharmakayas of Xin Huan, Zhang Jie, Tao Rong, and pang Hong were all severely injured at the same 

time. They had almost lost their ability to fight. 

“You … You guys …” 

Seeing this scene, Deng Zhong’s whole face twisted. He was so shocked and angry that his eyes were 

about to spit fire, ” “Nine-headed bug! Don’t tell me you’ve forgotten that your physical bodies are still 

in my hands! Don’t you want it?” 

“Are you stupid?” 

The nine-headed bug laughed coldly in disdain and took out a celestial artifact summoning talisman, ” 

“Before you destroy our physical bodies, I can turn you into ashes and make you die without a burial 

place!” 



“How about this …” 

Deng Zhong composed himself and admitted defeat, I’ll return my body to you. All the treasures and 

opportunities here will belong to you as long as you let us leave! Do you think it’s okay?” 

“You’re not stupid! You’re an idiot!” 

The nine-headed bug said in disdain, ” my contract master doesn’t want to fall out with chanism. If I let 

you leak the news, wouldn’t that be cheating my contract master? ” Moreover, in such a situation, you 

have no right to bargain with me!” 

“Chi …” 

At this moment, the array at the bottom of the pit had already prepared its second wave of attack. 

“The formation still has energy!” 

Deng Zhong’s eyes lit up,”nine-headed bug!” Now was not the time for internal strife! The summoning 

talisman in your hand must be used to resist the power of the array. Otherwise, none of us will Live!” 

“This …” 

The nine-headed bug’s face froze and it was helpless. Seeing that the power of the formation was about 

to explode, it could only take out the celestial artifact summoning talisman. 

“BOOM!” 

An early one-star heaven immortal Dharma artifact suddenly bombarded down and collided with the 

swastika Buddhist seal activated by the magic formation. 

“Brothers! I’m afraid that the formation still has energy. We can’t stay here any longer. We must 

eliminate the enemy and think of a way out!” 

The nine-headed bug hollered and attacked Deng Zhong. 

At the same time, the other four reincarnated ancient Fey attacked the four clan of enlightenment 

cultivators who were already heavily injured. 

This battle seemed to have no suspense. It would definitely end with the victory of Gu Yao’s five-man 

team. 

However, even if they had a hundred million brains, they would never have thought that the Mantis was 

stalking the cicada, but the Oriole was behind! 

“Ta! Peak! Feng!” 

At this moment, an overbearing voice sounded above everyone’s head. 

The purple-gold light was dazzling, like a shooting star, it suddenly rushed in front of everyone. 

In an instant, everyone was shocked! 
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 “Chen Zhufeng! “You … How are you still alive?” That’s impossible … That’s impossible!” 

Deng Zhong screamed as if he had seen a ghost. He couldn’t believe his eyes. 

this is crazy … The heavenly Tribulation can’t kill Chen Zhufeng … Even the two trump cards can’t do 

anything to him … How … How are we supposed to play this game? ” 

The nine-headed bug let out a cry of despair, its face froze and became really ugly. 

Even the four reincarnated ancient Fey that were about to launch a fatal attack, as well as the four 

people from the clan of enlightenment that were about to be killed, were all stunned on the spot. They 

could not accept the reality at that moment. 

From the very beginning, the 20 of them, each holding a trump card, had been ganging up on Chen 

Xiaobei! 

So far, Chen Xiaobei was uninjured, while the 20 of them were either dead or captured. There were only 

six of them left who still had combat power. 

To them, this was no longer a humiliation, but a great despair. 

They were so desperate that their will to fight collapsed and their minds were shaken. They even began 

to doubt their lives. 

“Ha, a bunch of idiots. Don’t you know that there’s something called the prosperous monkey fur?” 

With the speed and strength of a peak earth-god and the multiple buffs from his skills, Chen Xiaobei was 

already in front of the nine-headed bug and Deng Zhong before he even finished his sentence. 

“Woof!” 

With a straight slash, Deng Zhong’s Dharmakaya was directly split apart and then torn apart by the Xiang 

Dragon Saber Qi, completely destroyed. 

“Swish!” 

It spun in the opposite direction and slashed at the nine-headed bug. 

“Oh my …” 

The nine-headed bug was clear that it definitely couldn’t block this terrifying blade, so it tried its best to 

Dodge. 

Because Chen Xiaobei had killed Deng Zhong first, when the blade was about to hit the nine-headed bug, 

it was slightly slower and the nine-headed bug dodged it. 

“Yinian! Heaven-severing!” 

However, all of this was within Chen Xiaobei’s calculations! 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei activated his primordial spirit attack. He also purposely slashed from the 

right side. Although it was not very smooth, it forced the nine-headed bug to the left! 

“Uh …” 



Although the nine-headed bug dodged the edge of the Dragon’s edge, it ran into the attack of the 

heaven severing thought. 

With its true essence cut off and its nascent soul heavily injured, the nine-headed bug instantly lost its 

ability to fight. Its body floated in the water and couldn’t even run. 

“It’s over … I’m completely finished …” 

Deng Zhong had lost his Dharmakaya and his nascent soul was extremely fragile. He wailed in despair, ” 

Chen Zhufeng is so powerful! He only used one prosperous monkey fur and we were completely 

destroyed … 

The nine-headed bug nascent soul was heavily injured and couldn’t move. It was extremely weak and 

even its voice was shaking, ” “No matter how much i scheme … I still can’t win against Chen Zhufeng! A 

single strand of monkey hair, a magical formation … All our efforts and schemes have been for naught 

…” 

Obviously, if the Trump cards of the water-kind and the chanism were still around, and if they did not 

fight for their own benefits, they could still fight Chen Xiaobei. 

However, Chen Xiaobei had destroyed their trump cards with just a single strand of hair! He also used 

the opportunity here to cause them to turn against each other. 

When Chen Xiaobei appeared, they had lost all ability to fight back. 

“Ling jiuxiao!” 

Everyone was in despair, but Chen Xiaobei did not stop. 

In a flash, he had already arrived in front of the other four reincarnated water demons. 

His hands rose and his blade fell, one strike at a time, as if he was crushing dry weeds and rotten wood. 

There was no delay, and there was no resistance at all. 

In just a few seconds, Chen Xiaobei had successfully ended all the enemies ‘combat abilities and gained 

complete control of the situation. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei took all of their storage bracelets and locked all nine of them into the spirit 

condensing space. 

“Why … Why didn’t you arrest me …” 

Deng Zhong was left with only one nascent soul. He was trembling with fear. He had nowhere to run and 

could only wait for Chen Xiaobei’s punishment. 

“Hand over your Meru space!” “In return, I can let you go!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

you … How did you know that I have the Meru space?! Deng Zhong said in embarrassment. 

“Nonsense!” 



I’ve checked your storage bracelets! There’s no physical body in them! Chen Xiaobei said. With the 

bodies of twenty people, could it be that they would turn into walking corpses and run away on their 

own?” 

this … Deng Zhong’s brows furrowed tightly as he fell into hesitation. 

Chen Xiaobei’s guess was right, but Deng Zhong did not want to give Chen Xiaobei the Meru space. 

“What’s wrong? Are my conditions not attractive enough?” 

“You’re not only alive for yourself!” Chen Xiaobei said, his eyes narrowed. It’s also for the clan of 

enlightenment and the heavenly Lord of the origin!” 

“What … What do you mean?” Deng Zhong was confused. 

“You’re really stupid!” 

no! Chen Xiaobei said, ” if the nine-headed bug changes sides with you here, its contract master might 

change sides with chanism in heaven. He might even be a threat to primordial! Shouldn’t you be alive to 

report back?” 

this … Deng Zhong suddenly realized, but he still had doubts, ” “Something’s wrong! You have a deep 

hatred with the clan of enlightenment. How could you be so kind as to let me go back alive to report?” 

“Stupid!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s dislike for this guy grew. “Chanism is my enemy, the nine-headed bug’s contract master 

is also my enemy! If you go back and report, chanism will deal with the nine-headed bug’s contract 

master. Two families fighting each other is the result I want the most! If the power behind the nine-

headed bug falls, it would be a great thing for me!” 

hiss … Deng Zhong gasped and said in a trembling voice, ” “Chen Zhufeng! You’re indeed more cunning 

than a Fox. It’s impossible for you to make a losing deal …” 

“I’ve already made it clear! Do you want to live or die, you have to tell me!” Chen Xiaobei said 

impatiently. 

“I want to live!” Deng Zhong’s eyes focused, ” the power behind the nine-headed bug isn’t simple. We 

have to let the clan of enlightenment be on guard! 

“Whoosh …” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Deng Zhong released a burst of true essence, which rolled up a tiny 

speck of light from dozens of meters away. 

This was Deng Zhong’s Meru space. 

If Deng Zhong died and the spiritual connection was cut off, Chen Xiaobei would not be able to find the 

Meru space. It would be like fishing for dust in the sea. 

Fortunately, Deng Zhong took the initiative to hand over the Meru space and cut off the spiritual 

communication. 



After Chen Xiaobei established the new spiritual communication, he became the new owner of the Meru 

space. 

This gave Chen Xiaobei 20 peak earth-god level souls, and at the same time, an opportunity to expand 

the space inside the blood God’s deity-burning painting. 

Chen … Chen Zhufeng … 

However, at this moment, Deng Zhong let out a terrified cry, ” “The array below is about to be activated 

again … Quick! Quickly block it! Otherwise, we’ll all die …” 

“Why are you panicking!” Chen Xiaobei was not afraid at all. 
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“Not panicking?” 

Deng Zhong was dumbfounded,”this is a heavenly immortal-grade array!” If you don’t resist the power, 

we’ll all die!” 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not want to waste any more time. He summoned six-eared macaque from the Meru 

space. 

The six-eared macaque was now a soul. 

“Zen Master qu Hua?” 

In Deng Zhong’s eyes, the six-eared macaque was none other than Zen Master qu Hua. 

The six-eared macaque did not explain anything to han Sen. It calmed itself down and started to chant 

an ancient scripture that was difficult to understand. 

“Chi …” 

This passage of Scripture had an extremely profound effect, and it produced a spiritual resonance with 

the array that was being activated below. 

Gradually, the formation actually calmed down, and there were no signs of any more attacks. 

It was obvious that this Scripture was the spell that Zen Master qu Hua had spent a lot of effort to come 

up with. 

Six-eared macaque had obtained Zen Master qu Hua’s memories, so he could easily break the formation 

and help Chen Xiaobei obtain the final opportunity. 

Zen Master quhua … Why … Why are you helping Chen Zhufeng? ” Deng Zhong’s face was filled with 

shock as he said in a daze, could it be that your master has already formed an alliance with Chen 

Zhufeng? ” 
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“That’s right!” 

Chen Xiaobei laughed mockingly. He had not thought of this before but Deng Zhong reminded him, ” the 

master of the contract with quhua the old bald donkey has already made a deal with me. His men will 

support me in the future! 

In fact, the five-man Buddhist group led by Zen Master quhua had been completely destroyed. Even 

their souls had been destroyed by Chen Xiaobei. 

However, the six-eared macaque’s transformation technique was so powerful that ordinary people 

couldn’t tell if it was real or fake. 

Chen Xiaobei could use this opportunity to sow discord between the clan of enlightenment and the 

master of Zen Master quhua by saying that he had formed an alliance with the master of the contract. 

I … I’m leaving … Goodbye … Deng Zhong took a deep breath, turned around, and fled at top speed. 

“Bro bei, you’re so bad!” 

After Deng Zhong escaped, six-eared macaque laughed evilly. judging from Deng Zhong’s attitude, he 

will definitely spread the news to the heaven realm. The chanism and the Buddhism sect will be 

suspicious of each other. The master of the contract with quhua will also have to bear the 

consequences! 

“Let the dogs bite each other!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged. I don’t expect a war between chanism and Buddhism and demonic sect. I just 

hope that they can keep each other busy for a while so that I can have a chance to catch my breath! 

Otherwise, I’ll be besieged by the enemy every few days, and I won’t be able to do anything else.” 

“Hmm, you’re right …” 

 ” that’s right! six-eared macaque nodded. we won’t start a war for these small fries, but they can fight 

each other for a while. Bro bei, you’ll have time to get stronger. This is very important! 

“Let’s go! Let’s go down and take a look!” the chance to become stronger is right in front of me! Chen 

Xiaobei grinned. 

“Let’s go!” Six-eared macaque grinned and flew to Chen Xiaobei’s side. 

After passing through the golden light emitted by the array, the illusionary restriction was removed. 

Chen Xiaobei and six-eared macaque finally saw the underwater ancient city from monk qu Hua’s 

memory. 

Judging from the layout of the ancient city and the degree of decay of the ruins, this ancient city had 

existed for a very long time. It might even have existed in the same era as Saint Duke’s ruins. 

That was the immemorial age of the last immeasurable catastrophe! 

“Bro bei! Come with me!” 



Six-eared macaque led the way and said, ” Zen Master qu Hua has researched this place thoroughly and 

is very familiar with the environment. As long as we enter the spiritual light tower in the center of the 

ancient city, we will be able to obtain the legendary spiritual light relic! 

“Will there be any danger?” Chen Xiaobei asked cautiously. 

“I won’t.” 

this is a Buddhist city, ” six-eared macaque said. the formation that guards the city is the most 

dangerous thing here. We’ve been recognized by the formation, so we won’t be attacked again! 

I’m relieved then … Chen Xiaobei paused and asked, ” “What kind of good thing is this spiritual light 

relic? Why did Zen Master qu Hua take such a liking to him?” 

according to monk qu Hua’s memories, ” six-eared macaque explained, ” the highest level of faith in this 

ancient city was an eminent monk from the ancient times. He was known as the spirit light Bodhisattva! 

after the senior monk passed away, his body turned into feathers, leaving only a spiritual light sarira 

behind. It became the most important treasure of this main city! 

“In terms of quality, this spiritual light relic is a one-star heaven immortal artifact! In terms of abilities, it 

should have inherited the vital spirit attack of the spirit light Bodhisattva, the spirit light Kasaya!” 

“Spiritual light Kasaya?” this is … Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up. it sounds like a defensive ability! 

“That’s right!” 

yes! six-eared macaque nodded and said, ” the effect of the spiritual light Kasaya is to resist all 

primordial spirit attacks within three levels! 

so awesome!? 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up.”One of Subhuti’s Saint Duke heavenly bloodline abilities is to nullify 

primordial spirit attacks! I’ve seen it with my own eyes, and it’s a heaven-defying ability!” 

uh … This spiritual light relic naturally can’t be compared to miss Bodhi’s bloodline ability. 

“Miss Bodhi’s bloodline power is at least God-tier,” six-eared macaque said. The spirit light relic is only a 

one-star heaven immortal, so even if it inherited the spirit light Kasaya’s primordial spirit attack special 

ability, it can only withstand a four-star heaven immortal primordial spirit attack at most!” 

“That’s enough!” 

if I had the spiritual light shining on me earlier, I wouldn’t have been sealed by Tenshou in the battle of 

the Western Desert SEA! Chen Xiaobei grinned. 

“Yeah, it’s better than nothing!” 

 ” that’s right! six-eared macaque nodded. besides, bro bei, you’ve cultivated the eastern Emperor 

Taiyi’s formless chaos body. After consuming the spiritual light relic, the defense of your body will 

increase dramatically. This is also an important gain other than your special ability! 

“That’s right!” 



of course! Chen Xiaobei grinned. if the Dharmakaya can be extremely powerful, it can also be invincible! 

“Chi … Chi …” 

As they spoke, the two of them quickly arrived at the center of the city. 

In the ruins of a collapsed ancient tower, rainbow-like spiritual light was constantly emitted, 

accompanied by extremely powerful spiritual fluctuations. 

“Bro bei! That’s the spiritual light relic!” Six-eared macaque said excitedly. 

“Alright!” 

Chen Xiaobei released his ethereal force and retrieved a pigeon-egg-sized sarira from the ruins. 

The sarira was as warm as a beautiful seven-colored jade. Holding it in his hand, Chen Xiaobei could 

even feel a mysterious warmth flowing through his body, making him feel comfortable. 

“It’s a good treasure indeed! Since I’ve got it, I won’t be polite!” 

Chen Xiaobei activated the cultivation method of the formless chaos Dharmakaya and prepared to 

devour the spiritual light relic. 
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3139 An unexpected surprise 

“Whoosh …” 

Very quickly, Chen Xiaobei’s dantian started to shine with the same color as the Taiyi Halo. 

This color was as brilliant as the Milky Way and as deep as the primeval universe. It was extremely 

profound. 

“Formless chaos! Boundless chaos!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed as an unbelievable power burst out from his dantian. 

“Whoosh …” 

The power was extremely powerful and completely unreasonable, like a black hole in the universe. 

The spiritual light relic was then absorbed by Chen Xiaobei’s nascent soul through a special force and 

entered his dantian. 

This spirit light relic was originally a one-star heaven immortal, and even a heaven immortal artifact of 

the same grade might not be able to break it. 

But now, this extremely tough sarira was crushed, digested, and absorbed by Chen Xiaobei’s nascent 

soul. 

Of course, this was not because Chen Xiaobei’s nascent soul was powerful, but because the formless 

chaotic Dharmakaya was simply heaven-defying! 
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“Whoo … Whoo …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s nascent soul burst out of his body. 

A seven-colored spiritual light Storm burst out around the black demon King war god Dharma form. 

Tens of thousands of rainbows and stars swirled around as if they had received the most sacred, purest, 

and most solemn blessing. At this moment, all evil could no longer come into contact with them, not 

even dust could taint them. 

“Oh my God … What is bro bei thinking? Buddha and devil were incompatible, like fire and water! I’m 

afraid that there won’t be a good result if we forcefully merge them!” 

Six-eared macaque was dumbfounded. He was worried.”Bro bei is a sky demon! He shouldn’t have 

swallowed the Bodhisattva’s sarira! If he were to forcefully melt the water and fire like this, would there 

be any rejection? Will it damage the Dharmakaya?” 

However, it turned out that six-eared macaque’s worries were unnecessary. 

Since this “phaseless chaos celestial body” was named after chaos, it could naturally include and devour 

all things! 

If water and fire could devour each other, why couldn’t Buddha and devil? 

“Chi …” 

Gradually, the dazzling seven-colored storm finally came to an end. 

When the surrounding sea water and sand gradually calmed down, a new Dharmakaya was revealed! 

The avatar was about the same size as Chen Xiaobei’s actual body, and it was still wearing the dark 

Demon King armor. 

However, under the black-gold Wings on his back, there was a pile of Platinum wings that shone with a 

Holy and solemn Buddhist Halo. 

It was as if a Demon King and a Bodhisattva had merged to form a special existence that was both a God 

and a demon! 

The four-winged Buddhist Dharma idol! 

The fusion of God and Devil, the harmony of fire and water! 

If I want to become a Buddha, I will become a Buddha! If I want to become a devil, I will become a devil! 

It could be said that he was unrestrained, domineering, and uninhibited, completely not bound by rules 

or even laws! 

“Heavens! Bro bei! You’re so handsome!” 

The six-eared macaque was shocked by what it saw. It couldn’t help but shout, ” “The body of a God is 

the most special existence I have ever seen! In the entire three realms, there’s no one like this in terms 

of appearance!” 



“The appearance is secondary …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s dark eyes were filled with surprise. the fusion of God and demon within the Dharmakaya 

is truly unexpected! 

internal!? 

bro bei! Stop beating around the bush! What’s going on inside? ” six-eared macaque asked. Hurry up 

and tell me! I’m dying of curiosity!” 

you would never have thought that this spiritual light relic would actually stimulate the potential of the 

evil bones Demon King’s spiritual bone! 

 ” that’s right! Chen Xiaobei said, ” the first time I used the formless chaos body to devour something, it 

was the corpse of a nine-star heavenly immortal evil bone ancestral Demon King! 

by right, I should’ve had a great improvement that time. But I only inherited the king’s demonic Qi, 

which made dozens of sky demon bones and one billion immortal demons follow me voluntarily. I didn’t 

get any other benefits. 

but now, the potential of the evil bone ancestral Demon King’s corpse has completely burst forth. It’s 

like a fuel that has greatly boosted the special ability of the spirit light relic. At the same time, it has also 

greatly increased the defense of my avatar! 

The more Chen Xiaobei spoke, the more excited he became. He did not expect the fusion of Buddha and 

demon to produce such a magical chemical reaction. 

how much of an enhancement is there?! Six-eared macaque was curious. 

“The spiritual light sarira’s ability has been upgraded to a six-star heavenly immortal!” In other words, I 

can be immune to all primordial spirit attacks below the nine-star heaven immortal realm!” 

if I face the spider demons again, their most powerful Sky Net demonic silk will lose its special ability to 

attack the primordial spirit. It will become like an ordinary spider silk and will no longer be a threat to 

me! 

“At the same time, the defensive power of my Dharmakaya has reached the level of a nine-star earth-

god! It’s five whole realms higher than my current cultivation level!” 

“If I can devour other heavenly materials and earthly treasures after breaking through to the next realm, 

it’s very likely that I’ll break through the limit of the earth level deity and reach the divine immortal 

realm! At that time, my avatar will be able to withstand the power of a heaven-immortal artifact!” 

Chen Xiaobei was overjoyed. 

He had never expected such a pleasant surprise. 

If he could achieve this, Chen Xiaobei might even have a Dharmakaya that was stronger than the 

average divine fairy before he ascended. He would be superior to the rest in the heavenly realm. 

That was simply awesome! 



“This is too powerful!” 

Six-eared macaque was also excited. “Bro bei, you’ve really set a new record this time! Since ancient 

times, no one has dared to do what you did, and not only did you do it, you even achieved an extremely 

shocking result! I really admire you!” 

that’s right! Chen Xiaobei nodded. what I need to do now is to think of a way to increase my cultivation! 

Every breakthrough will bring me more benefits besides cultivation. I can’t wait just thinking about it!” 

“That’s right!”  ” bro bei, you should hurry up and cultivate. When you reach the peak of the soul 

transformation stage, you can go out and do something. Maybe you’ll be lucky and break through! six-

eared macaque said. 

“This is a must!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said expectantly, ” “Let’s go back to bei Xuan faction first, then I’ll 

go into seclusion and cultivate. When my cultivation reaches a bottleneck, we’ll set off to find Emperor 

River! After that, he would have to gather the Imperial Sun Crystals and Holy eternal water to nurture 

the blood Bodhi Divine Tree and the green Lotus seed of chaos! At that time, I will be invincible in the 

human world!” 

“Then, bei Xuan faction will be able to step into the heavenly realm!” Six-eared macaque said excitedly. 

He would kill his way out of the countless tribulations and stand at the peak of the heaven realm 

forever! Immortal, eternal prosperity!” 

“Go! Back to bei Xuan faction!” Chen Xiaobei’s blood was boiling, and his fighting spirit was high! 
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Chen Xiaobei and six-eared macaque returned to bei Xuan faction through the portal. 

Chen Xiaobei had destroyed the souls of the five from the Western religious sect. As for their cultivation 

and origin, they had both reached the peak of earth-god level after forming the infernal spirit and the 

Dark Soul respectively. At the same time, the chaos Blood Sword had also reached the peak of earth-god 

level. 

Of the five people from the tribe of humanity, Qin Yong was released after he killed the Dharmakaya 

master. Chen Xiaobei did not kill them all or strip them of their cultivation because there was a 

possibility of an Alliance between the tribe of humanity and the Dharmakaya master. Shan Xiongxin, Pei 

Yuanqing, Wu Tianxi, and Wu yunzhao were all locked up in the Ningling space. Their nascent souls had 

been severely injured, and there was no possibility of escape. 

The five members of the demonic sect and the four members of the clan of enlightenment, except for 

Deng Zhong, were also seriously injured and locked up in the Meru space. 

Chanism would not let Chen Xiaobei off so easily. 
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As for the five from the demonic sect, their Masters were all traitors who wanted to replace lady Nuwa 

as the Supreme Leader of the demonic sect. Therefore, Chen Xiaobei saw them as his greatest enemy 

and would not let them go. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei did not need to show any mercy to these nine people. 

The first thing he had to make good use of was naturally their cultivation. 

This time, Chen Xiaobei had brought along Zhao Yun, Lu Bu, Diao Chan, Lin Xiang, Wenyuan, Murong 

Xiaoyao, Chen Zhongfu, and Zhang Chui ‘er. There were eight of them in total. 

Through the divine greed, Chen Xiaobei transferred the cultivation of his enemies to them, allowing all 

eight of them to reach the peak of earth-god level. 

Obviously, these were the people Chen Xiaobei trusted the most, and they were all going to the celestial 

immortal world in the future. 

Although there was a saying in the heavenly realm,’when one person attains Dao, his chickens and dogs 

ascend to heaven’. 

However, the ‘chicken and dog’ referred to Chen Xiaobei’s loyal dogs, spiritual beasts, spiritual demons, 

and ghost slaves. These were the kind of subordinates who had established a contract with Chen 

Xiaobei. 

And those who were independent must pass the baptism of the heavenly Tribulation before they could 

enter the gate of the heaven realm. 

The only difference was that the cultivation of the loyal dogs, spirit beasts, spirit demons, and ghost 

slaves would remain the same after they followed their Masters to the heaven realm. 

As for those who had passed the baptism of the heavenly Tribulation, they could directly break through 

a major realm, from the earth immortal realm to the heaven immortal realm. 

Therefore, looking at it from another perspective, transcending tribulation and ascending was actually a 

process of breaking through a major realm! It required a certain amount of luck to trigger the heavenly 

Tribulation and obtain this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity! 

Chen Xiaobei wanted his family, brothers, and women to become peak earth level deities first. When 

the opportunity came, they would be able to undergo the Tribulation and ascend from earth level 

deities to heavenly deities. 

Of course, if one could reach the half-step heaven immortal realm, then the test of the heavenly 

Tribulation would no longer require opportunities, but could be triggered at any time. 

However, to reach the half-step heaven immortal realm from the peak of the earth immortal realm, he 

obviously needed a lucky chance. 

Otherwise, it would not have been impossible for the original top ten Giants of the earth immortal world 

to not have reached the half-step heaven immortal realm. 

Because of this, it would probably take a long time for everyone to complete their tribulations. 



Now, out of the nine enemies, only the nine-headed bug’s cultivation was left. Chen Xiaobei had not yet 

transferred it. 

 the six-eared macaque wanted the nine-headed bug’s essence spirit attack. Of course, it also wanted 

the nine-headed bug’s important memories. 

“Liu er, you can tell me now. What exactly is the nine-headed bug’s primordial spirit attack?” 

After sending everyone off, Chen Xiaobei finally had some free time to have a good chat with six ears. 

 ” nine-headed bug! six-eared macaque said excitedly, ” the nine-headed bug had nine heads. Back then, 

the celestial Hound bit off one of them, but the nine-headed bug didn’t die! It’s because the nine-

headed bug’s primordial spirit attack has a terrifying recovery ability!” 

“No matter how injured it is, as long as its nascent soul isn’t destroyed, the nine-headed bug can attack 

its nascent soul and recover quickly! It can even regrow broken fingers and reconstruct the body!” 

“It sounds pretty good.” that’s right! Chen Xiaobei nodded. with this special ability, as long as the 

nascent soul is protected, it’s basically immortal! As long as the green hills are there, there’s hope! 

“Yup!”  ” this power can not only heal, ” six-eared macaque said excitedly. it can also be used on other 

people! 

“Use it on someone else?” 

Chen Xiaobei quickly asked, ” “You mean, if my arm is cut off by the enemy, you can regrow it?” 

“That’s right!” 

 ” yes! six-eared macaque nodded. bro bei, you might be good at medicine, but if you really lose an arm, 

you can only replace it with a beast’s or someone else’s arm. However, the nine-headed bug’s yuan 

Shen special ability can help you grow an identical arm! 

“This is amazing!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up and he said excitedly, ” “We must control this special ability of the primordial 

spirit! The situation is getting more and more complicated, and the enemy is getting stronger and 

stronger. Whether it’s me or the members of bei Xuan faction, we may need the help of this special 

ability!” 

“That’s right!” 

that’s right! six-eared macaque said. that’s why I asked bro bei to keep the nine-headed bug! His body is 

also in your hands. Once you save up 50 billion upper spiritual stones, you can turn me into a nine-

headed bug!” 

also, other than the abilities of the primordial spirit, the nine-headed bug might have been to the 

ancient Barrens, so the memories in its head are also valuable. 

“I understand!” 



Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” “Leave the spirit stones to me! I’ll definitely help you transform as soon 

as possible!” 

…… 

After that, Chen Xiaobei entered the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd and started to cultivate with the 

spiritual stones he had. 

Even though he was in dire need of spiritual stones, it was still important for him to increase his 

cultivation. As long as he could reach the peak of his current cultivation, there was hope for him to 

break through to the next major realm. 

To Chen Xiaobei, 50 billion was not even enough to buy a chance to break through to the next realm. 

Even 500 billion or 5 trillion would not be enough. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei had to use the spiritual stones he had to maintain his cultivation. As for the 50 

billion, it was not that difficult to get them. Chen Xiaobei had his ways of getting them. 

Poseidon’s life was almost at its end. This time, it was Amaterasu’s turn to burn his life. 

This round of cultivation lasted for about 104 hours, which was a total of 6250 minutes. 

Under the sunlight cache, Chen Xiaobei had spent 6250 days, which was 150000 hours. 

His combat power would increase by 100 points every hour. With the addition of the level-nine heavenly 

path cultivation Halo, his combat power would increase by 150 million points in total! 

With the addition of the level 6 heavenly Dao life span Halo, his lifespan had increased by 160000 years! 

[ding Qianqian’s cultivation Level: Mid stage of soul transformation. Lifespan: 354220 years, physique: 

150 million, combat power: 600 million, primordial spirit attack-sacred level! 

Although he had successfully broken through, Chen Xiaobei had to stop his cultivation. 

That was because he had run out of spirit stones! 


